SERVICE BULLETIN #3 HOUDINI SKILL SHOT FIX

May 15, 2018

These steps need to be performed if you are unable to hit all 3 targets for the skill shot.

Email service@american-pinball.com and ask for Kit# API_H_1XX10, Include your First and Last Name, game serial number and mailing address. Only games registered on our web site will be eligible for the kit.

Parts needed: One 3/16” post rubber, included in kit# API_H_1XX10.

Tools needed:
¼” Nut Driver
11/32” Nut Driver
Phillips Screw Driver

Time Needed around 30 minutes.

First make sure your ball is sitting in the shooter lane centered on the auto-launch arms and ball shooter rod before you continue. Place the playfield on the service stands.

Remove the three 11/32 nuts, remove and disconnect the planchet and loosen the three Philips heads

Remove the two ¼” nuts holding the gate on and remove the gate.
Remove the two Philips and two ¼” screws.

Remove the flat rail and open the radius of the curve about 1 inch.

Remove the 7/16” rubber and insert the 3/16” rubber. The post closest to the flat rail will no longer have a rubber on it. The goal is to have the flat rail touching the post without the rubber on it.

Reinstall the gate, plastic and planchet. Test to ensure the ability to hit all three stand up targets from the shooter lane.

Need help? 833-API-HELP